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The truths about emotions

The 5 (or 6) main feelings

How we manage feelings

How we use feelings for

empowerment



Welcome
"Knowing how you actually want to feel is the most

potent form of clarity that you can have ."

-Danielle LaPorte



Welcome
Take a breath .

Close your eyes .

How are you feeling right now?

Where is it in your body & what does it feel like?



Truths about Feelings
Banishing myths . . .

Feelings are important
Feelings and thoughts are different
They are part of being human
They can be toxic if we ignore or stuff them down
We can manage them, not control them
No feeling is wrong
Curiosity makes them easier
We can have more than one at a time



What was the
conversation around
feelings in your childhood
home?E
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Power of feelings
Depends on how much we give them

The paradox:
They are important, and don't have to
be in charge



Emotions
Just the basics . . .

Mad
16.7%

Sad
16.7%

Glad
16.7%

Fear
16.7%

Shame
16.7%

Love
16.7%



The Uncomfortable Feelings
Default human reactions

Ignore it
Settle for it
Control it



Wounds, Triggers & Fishnets

3 Reasons:
Boundaries.
Mirror.
Past reminder.
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The Uncomfortable Feelings
Taking our power back from emotions

Accept it.
Transform it: 
     Is the story true?
     Stay curious:
                  Is there something under it?
                 How is this familiar?

        Then drop the stories and just feel it. 



How we gain power over our
feelings
We face them . . .

Come from a curious observer stance:

What does this feel like in my body?
Is it familiar?
What's the message?

Self-compassion... gentleness... grace...
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Allowing our feelings...
Stopping to listen to
them...

Is a super-power!

It also enriches life.
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All feelings are valid. 

You can hold what you
feel and what you desire
to feel at the same time.
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"Knowing how you
actually want to feel is
the most potent form of
clarity that you can have."

-Danielle LaPorte



When we know how we want
to feel, we have a focus



When we know how we want
to feel, we have a target
Knowing what we don 't want to feel isn 't as

important as how we actually want to feel .



When we know how we want
to feel, we have a target
Knowing what we don 't want to feel isn 't as

important as how we actually want to feel .

Make everyday decisions in alignment with how we want to feel
Make goals that will reward us the way we want
Give us a place to aim with what we truly want
Focus on filling our days with how we want to feel
You can feel what you're feeling and hold those other feelings --
we are dynamic beings

And... it's not perfect because it's still a choice.



How do you
want to feel
most of the
time in your
life?

-Desire Map
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Want to connect
and do deep work
in a 6-month
program and
connect with other
authentic women
doing the same?
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The adolescent is
the transformer, the
rebel, the brave.
Free workshop.
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Questions?


